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Name of Organization: Spikes Ride for Sandy Hook

1. What is the approximate dollar amount of donations and pledges that your organization has
received to date in response to the Sandy Hook tragedy?
Approx dollar amount raised $27,000.00
2. Will these funds be used solely for the Sandy Hook tragedy? If not, approximately what
portion will be used for relief for victims and what other purposes, and in what proportions,
will funds be used for?
Other than partial overhead, yes it will go solely to a fund designated for the victims and
the first responders.

3. Approximately how much has your organization spent to date related to the Sandy Hook
tragedy?
I forwarded all the invoices other than a few for flyers which I paid for personally.

4. What services has your organization proved to those affected by the Sandy Hook tragedy?
What populations or class of victims are being served by your organization in response to the
Sandy Hook Tragedy? What services does it expect to provide in the future?
Other than the funds raised, no services have been offered. The efforts were to be
directed towards first responders and victims and or the families. We have been asked
to do another event next year, I look to help our more in Town next time.
5. Has your organization provided funding to other organizations for purposes related to the
Sandy Hook tragedy? If so, which organizations have received those funds and what is the
approximate dollar amount provided to them? How does your organization determine the need
for funding?
No other funding has been provided to any other organization.
6. Has your organization provided, or does it intend to provide, direct financial assistance to
individuals, families or businesses for Sandy Hook relief? If so, what is the approximate dollar
amount that your organization has provided to date and approximately how much direct
financial assistance does it expect to provide in the future? How does your organization
determine the need for assistance?
I intend to provide assistance to two funds, the Adopt a Cop program and another that

assists victims and families. Determining where it was needed most was not easy but
having family in law enforcement and not being able to imagine what the families and
victims went through, seemed like a good place to start.
7. Does your organization have a plan in place on how to use any surplus funds not spent for
purposes related to the Sandy Hook tragedy? If so, please describe that plan.
I wish to distribute all remaining funds to desired charities.

George T. LeGrice, Event Organizer
June 19, 2013
______________________________________________________________________________
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Please email this document with your responses to Nancy.Santoro@ct.gov by April 12, 2013.
You may obtain an electronic copy of this document by emailing a request to
http://www.ct.gov/ag/lib/ag/charities/sandyhookfundraising-web.doc or by emailing a request to
Nancy.Santoro@ct.gov

